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Welcome to Geospatial IG of Research Data Alliance



Meeting Agenda
Welcome & Updates on Geospatial IG - Suchith Anand (GODAN/University of 
Nottingham)

Updates on Capacity Development from IGAD meeting - Suchith Anand 
(GODAN/University of Nottingham)

Ideas/updates on Training programs for Geospatial Data Science - All

Coverage: Standards for Big Earth Data - Peter Baumann (Jacobs University)

Enabling the re-use of spatial information across domains - Andrea Perego 
(European Commission)

Copernicus EU Programme: User uptake and DIAS - European Commission

Joint W3C/OGC Spatial Data on the Web WG - Simon Cox (CSIRO)

Discussions on Geospatial Data Science - Vision 2030 - chaired by Suchith Anand 
(GODAN/University of Nottingham)

Discussions on new WG in Transport Data that is in progress - Beth Zeitler 
(Millennium Challenge Corporation, USA)

The Rise of OpenStreetMap as a World Mapping Agency - discussions chaired by 
Suchith Anand (GODAN/University of Nottingham)

NASA Europa Challenge 2017 and OpenCitySmart updates - Suchith Anand 
(GODAN/University of Nottingham

Ideas for specific actions /new WGs in Geospatial IG - All



The Geospatial Interest Group will help 
to coordinate activities and promote 

good practices in areas including:

• geospatial data sharing policies;

• policies for documenting and sharing geospatial 
analytical models

• geospatial data management plans;

• quantify uncertainty in datasets;

• geospatial data re-use across domains, and cross-domain 
interoperability of location and place information.

• Build a global research agenda for Geospatial Data 
Science



Where are we now?

•We have over 100 members

•Expanding  OpenCitySmart 

•Working on  Open Geospatial Science- Vision 2030

•Working to establish WGs to expand activities

We welcome ideas/inputs for collaborations



RDA groups which have synergies

• Metadata IG
• Metadata Standards Directory WG
• Data in Context IG
• Big Data Analytics IG
• Agriculture IG 
• Urban Quality of Life Indicators WG 
• Defining Urban Data Exchange for Science IG
• Publishing Data IG
• Data Citation WG



One example of synergies with 
other IGs

Capacity Development in the context 
of research data in agriculture 

Interest Group on Agricultural Data (IGAD)

Barcelona, 3-4 April 2017



Common Needs

Developing a common curricula based on a 
modular approach on themes

Increasing coherence on the delivery of training

Documenting lessons learnt



IGAD/GODAN WG 

on CD and Outreach



Objectives

1) Promote large scale awarennes of IGAD and 
WGs outputs among the IGAD community

2) Support IGAD and GODAN WGs to implement 
capacity  development and outreach activities

3) Strengethen the collaboration between IGAD,  
GODAN and other key stakeholders (we 
welcome you to join us!) and develop synergies



How can we build 
Capacity 
Development 
synergies to  
ensure Zero 
Hunger for all?



Why don't we all work 
together?



For Geospatial Data Science training needs can be 
have the best of all worlds?



Why this is needed? 

GODAN AgriGIS Hands 
on workshop and 
ThinkTank @RCMRD, 
Nairobi, Oct 2016



GODAN AgriGIS Workshop and ThinkTank @RCMRD, Nairobi, 
Oct 28-29, 2016







For Geospatial Data Science training needs can be have the 

best of all worlds?



Vision 2030 for 

Geospatial Data Science

Open Geospatial Labs  are being established worldwide to scale up 
research and teaching globally as part of the ICA-OSGeo MoU



Science is NOT a Black Box



Open Geospatial Science builds upon the idea 
of Open science that scientific knowledge of all 
kinds are able to be develop more rapidly and in 
a more productive manner if openly shared (as 
early as is practical in the discovery process). 

The key ingredients to make Open Geospatial 
Science possible is Open Principles (open 
source geospatial software, open data, open 
standards and open access to research 
publications) .



Aim – Build strong 
foundations for  
Open Geospatial 
Science



http://www.geoconnexion.com/uploads/publication_pdfs/uk_v15i18-058-059-Op951AF3.pdf



Vision 2030
Geospatial Data Science should 

always be open 
It should be fully build on Open Principles

Transparency of research is fundamental (no black boxes or proprietary barriers).

Open Geospatial Labs  are being established worldwide to scale up research and 
teaching globally as part of the ICA-OSGeo MoU



Geospatial 
Standards (for 
ex. OGC spec.)

Maturity of open 
source software (for 

ex. OSGeo stack)

Open Data

Ability  for showing the 
operation of general laws 

is fundamental for 
scientific research 

Unique convergence of three key developments that made 
Open Geospatial Science possible



How do we reach here?  We need your 
help

Contribute your ideas to 
https://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/Open_geospatial_science_-_vision_2030



We welcome the global community to contribute for Vision 2030 

for Open Geospatial Science

https://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/Open_geospatial_science_-_vision_2030 

Open Geospatial Labs  are being established worldwide to scale up research and 
teaching globally as part of the ICA-OSGeo MoU



The Rise of 
OpenStreetMap as a 

World Mapping Agency



How will OSM look in 2030?

What are the opportunities?

What are the barriers?

How will it contribute to economic 
development in the poorest regions of our 

world?

What role will digital natives play in widening 
participation, diversity, inclusiveness?



NASA Europa Challenge 2017 
and OpenCitySmart updates



Everyone is an Innovator 



Hunger
Poverty
Innovation

www.godan.info



http://www.godan.info/documents/godan-success-stories-issue-1

How can we use  
Geotechnologies to  help the 
small hold farmers? From 
better informed market prices 
to better local  weather 
information to connecting 
directly with markets to 
reducing food wastage





Geospatial Technology –
Why?


